NEWPORT BEACH 2021

A child hula-hoops in front of artist Patricia Vader’s “The Unbearable Lightness of Being.”
Photographer Christine Nunez was a runner-up in the Newport Beach Arts Commission’s
sculpture photo contest. (Courtesy of the city of Newport Beach)

PALM DESERT 2020

RADIANCE

H

RADIANCE is a statement of life, energy, hope and
exuberance. A cylindrical structure lifts a sun-like
circle of bicycle wheels of three different sizes in
the air, a little above eye level. The larger wheels
are attached to a central rim while the smaller
wheels rotate freely and spin in the wind like
windmills.
The city of Palm Desert purchased Radiance at the
conclusion of the 2019/2020 El Paseo Exhibition.E
Radiance was previously featured in Salina’s,
Kansas, 2017 Sculpture Tour and won 2nd place in
the people’s choice award for the 2016 Downtown
Hutchinson, Kansas, SculptureWalk.
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THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING

Newport Beach 2020

Sculpture Exhibition in Civic Center Park - Phase V

Bicycle wheels, in the imaginative hands of repeat Newport Beach Civic Center contributor Patricia Vader, can
both take on a delicate, lace-like form, and strike a dramatic impression in red.

GREELEY, Colorado 2019

SIT is modeled on the artist’s huge German shepherd dog who is an entertaining companion on all her
sculpture installation trips. Purchased in 2018 by the city of Greeley, the sculpture, invites lots of petting.

LIVERMORE 2018

SUNFLOWER

The City of Livermore chose Patrica Vader's
"Sunflower" sculpture at First and South K
Street, in front of the First Street Ale House.
The piece was installed on April 20, 2018.
This is our tallest sculpture standing at 17
feet tall. It is a whimsical homage to the
North American native wildflower that was
first domesticated to a single headed plant
by the American Indians. As a kinetic
sculptureSunflower comes to life in the
slightest airflow, to the delight of the
viewerand creates a joyful spectacle as its
heart and petals spin in both clockwise and
counter-clockwise directions.

Cleaning Sunflower after installation

FRISCO 2017

The 1,300 pound sculpture was moved into place by a
22-ton crane.

DREAMING

“Dreaming”, a giant white horse head with manes
(windmills) blowing in the wind, was the winner of the
Public Art Competition for Wranglers Range
Neighborhood Park - Frisco, Texas

NEWPORT BEACH 2017

COSMIC GLINTS

11:34 AM - 24 Oct 2017

Arts Orange County @SparkOC
Artist Patricia Vader has just arrived to install her work "Cosmic Glints".

NORTHGLENN 2017

"Butterfly" Flies Off With Art on Parade Honor
The Northglenn Arts and Humanities Foundation (NAHF) has
announced that California artist Patricia Vader is the recipient of the
2017/2018 People’s Choice Award for her sculpture, Butterfly.
The award is part of Northglenn’s Art on Parade program. The
program features on-loan, outdoor sculpture exhibited at E.B. Rains
Jr. Memorial Park for one year. The public votes for their favorite,
and NAHF works toward purchasing the piece for permanent display
in the City of Northglenn. NAHF has already secured funding for the
piece from the Scientific and Cultural Facilities District (SCFD).

Butterfly is an eye-catching kinetic sculpture with multi-colored reflectors and aluminum disks that sparkle in
the sun. The spinning windmills on the butterfly wings, some of which are mounted on bicycle forks, also
gyrate in the wind. The wind-driven motion used in many of Vader's sculptures adds a dimension of interest
for the general public. One of Vader's objectives with this work was to show that sculpture can be playful and
fun as well as beautiful and stately. This is a large sculpture sitting at more than 18 feet tall with a wing span
(no pun) of 13 feet wide. For more information about Ms. Vader, visit www.PatriciaVader.com

